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Today in Grimmialp, Switzerland, the Italian rider Gianluca Tournour (Gas Gas) conquered the Eu-
ropean title. Two more titles were assigned: to French Pierre Sauvage (Sherco) in the Junior Cup
class and to Vladimir Kothay (Ossa) from Slovakia, in the Over 40 Cup class. Yesterday Theresa
Baeuml (Ossa) and Toby Martyn (Beta) had already won the title of European champions after win-
ning respectively the last round of the FIM Europe Trial Women and Youth championship.

In the top class all the eyes were focused on the duel between the two riders who shared the
first position in the championship: Tournour and Francesc Moret (Vertigo). The former, leader from
the beginning of this 2015 series gave proof not to suffer the pressure of his rival and faced this
last competition very concentrated and determined from the beginning. 

Even if today the rain made the obstacles very slippery, the Italian rider scored 12 points in the
15 sections at the end of the first loop. Moret faced the sections after him and probably because
of the pressure he made some mistakes. His first loop card carried 26 marks. Between them Iwan
Roberts (Beta) who already in Belgium had showen his good skill: today he got only 21 penalties. 

Moret's hopes to recover faded as Tournour continued on the same high level in the second lap.
He scored 13 points which, added to the 12 in the first lap, were in total less then the penalties
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Moret scored in one lap. The other positions did not change,
Roberts finished ahead of Moret.

In the championship Moret is second before Steven Coquelin
(Gas Gas), winner of one round.

In the Junior Cup Pierre Sauvage dominated his class and
really deserved the title. He scored 5 and 6 points in the
two laps. No chances for Luca Corvi (Scorpa), who was able
to catch only the runner-up position, because of a very bad
first lap. Third position for Max Faude (Beta), while Manuel
Copetti (Scorpa), who at the first half of the race was se-
cond, slid to the fifth position. The podium of today was
the same as the final championship. 

In the Over 40 Cup today Vladimir Kothay was beaten by
Dominique Guillame (Scorpa) from Switzerland, a veteran
of the Scottish Six Days (until now he has attended 21 edi-
tions) but he won the European title. The only chance for
his main rival John Van Veelen was to win this last race, but
he finished in fourth position, beaten also by Valter Feltri-
nelli (Sherco). In the championship Van Veelen is second be-
fore Feltrinelli.

In the International 1 Class Dominik Wuensch (Gas Gas) from Czech Republic topped the podium, while
in the International 2 Class the victory went to Robin Schmidt (Sherco), from Germany. 

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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